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Jon Entine Delivers Keynote Addressing GMOs, Chemicals and Modern Agriculture at the TPSA Annual
Conference

Jon Entine, Founding Director of the Genetic Literacy Project and Senior Fellow at the Institute
for Food and Agricultural Literacy (IFAC) at University of California-Davis, delivered the keynote
address at the annual meeting of The Pesticide Stewardship Alliance held February 9-11, 2016
in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
As a champion of sustainability and a self-described contrarian, Jon Entine has been actively
defending genetically-modified foods and agricultural practices for more than 15 years.
Entine’s address “GMOs, Chemicals and Modern Agriculture: If You Try to Ban the Future It Will
Just Happen Somewhere Else”, detailed concerns over the misinformation surrounding modern
agricultural practices being delivered around the world. Entine also outlined the potential
impact this misinformation could have on future agriculture technologies and developments.
“Unfortunately, the science literacy argument doesn’t change minds in the GMO debate” says
Entine. “It requires a combination of caring and patience to convince those supporting antiGMO groups that GMOs are beneficial.” Entine recommends posing this question, “How do you
plan to feed the projected 40 billion world population by 2100?”
Serving as a contributing columnist at Forbes, Huffington Post and the UK-based Ethical
Corporation magazine, Entine has contributed to hundreds of newspapers, magazines and
websites around the world.
Entine’s work with the IFAC also supports the joint GLP-UC Davis project GENeS: Genetic Expert
News Service, connecting journalists directly to scientists on breaking controversies. He is also a
long-time visiting fellow at the American Enterprise Institute in Washington, DC.
About TPSA – The Pesticide Stewardship Alliance
Recognized as The Life Cycle Partnership for Pesticide Management, TPSA is a unique
organization bringing together academics, regulatory and industry in the same room to discuss

and evaluate the concerns and advantages of the pesticide industry. For more information
visit: tpsalliance.org

